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An Intelligent Agriculture Network Security System
Based on Private Blockchains
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Abstract: Countries around the world are nowadays actively pro-
moting development in intelligent agriculture. Each of them must
develop a specific plan tailored to environmental farming indices of
each individual farm, and such information would be both impor-
tant and sensitive. This is why information in intelligent agriculture
requires protection from network security to ensure data privacy
and integrity. This study proposes applying dark web technology
to ensure the privacy of blockchains and servers. The study will
monitor packet transmission frequency in intelligent agriculture to
prevent distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks. The main
features of system include: (1) An identity authentication mecha-
nism, (2) secure transmission of information, (3) establishment of
private blockchains, (4) a faster, improved authentication system
for blockchain information, and (5) resistance against DDOS at-
tacks. The proposed scheme can safeguard network security for the
IoT as well as the servers by way of applying dark web technology,
which can avoid exposure of blockchains and server ID addresses
and thus in turn lower the risks of DDOS attack damages. Experi-
ment results indicate that the application of lightweight encryption
of proposed scheme does indeed improve the authentication speed
while also satisfying requirements of network security.

Index Terms: Blockchain, intelligent agriculture, internet of things,
network security, privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOOD and energy are indispensable to human beings, and
we can see from this study [1] how, as countries around

the globe experience increased population and economic devel-
opment, the demand of human for crops are bigger than ever.
According to this study [2], the global population is expected
to grow from 1.8 billion in 2009 to 4.9 billion in 2030; subse-
quently, demand for dairy products will rise as well. This study
[3] mentions that the human demand for farm crops will increase
drastically by 2050 and, therefore, agriculture production must
be doubled. However, the agriculture labor force of today is
facing the problem of ageing; moreover, the growingly extreme
climate of today is causing damage towards crops that has led
to a global food crisis – a problem to be faced by countries all
around the world [4]. In particular, crisis in water resources will
cause graver and graver water shortage in the decades to come
[5]. Intelligent agriculture can effectively monitor the grow of
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crops; meanwhile, its use of sensors to aid in procedures such as
water irrigation and spreading can help reduce labor costs. In-
telligent agriculture is also capable of determining and adjusting
the amount of water need for irrigation based on environmental
factors such as soil condition, which reduces waste of water re-
sources.

The proposed scheme applies bilinear pairings technology to
create a network security system that satisfies the following re-
quirements. (1) It has an intelligent agriculture identity authenti-
cation mechanism. Given that intelligent agriculture systems are
established in outdoor environments, in order to prevent tamper-
ing from malicious parties, the system has added an authentica-
tion mechanism to verify legitimacy of any identity. (2) It guar-
antees privacy and integrity in information transmission – in or-
der to prevent information exposure during sensor data transmis-
sion in intelligent agriculture, the study has applied symmetric
encryption and hash technology to ensure information privacy
and integrity. (3) It has established a blockchain system that war-
rants information preservation and accuracy. (4) Its application
of dark web technology can avoid exposure of blockchains and
server location that could lead to malicious distributed denial-of-
service (DDOS) attacks. (5) It boasts a blockchain information
authentication mechanism – the study has established a rapid au-
thentication mechanism that improves the authentication speed
while reducing its computational burden. (6) An intelligent agri-
culture system needs to fend off DDOS attacks and, because an
intelligent agriculture system collects data at fixed hours, the
server will calculate the transmission frequency of system, and
if the frequency is too high, it will discard the packet and alert
the administrator. (7) The proposed intelligent agriculture sys-
tem keeps track of environmental cultivation factors of a farm,
which would include cultivation techniques of a farmer as well
as coefficient data such as the soil electrical conductivity spe-
cific to an individual farm. Our proposed main contribution of
scheme is establishing network security for IoT networks.

II. RELATED WORK

First of all, we wish to examine network security issues in
IoT networks. This study [6]–[8] mentions that most IoT net-
works do not possess any network security mechanism and are
therefore susceptible to Linux.Darlloz or DDOS attacks; conse-
quently, many IoT networks face the problem of breach of im-
portant data. The main reason for such problem is that IoT net-
works lack authentication mechanisms – as mentioned in studies
[9] and [10], when intelligent healthcare or intelligent furniture
lack authentication mechanism, they fall prey to malicious at-
tacks such as data breach or even bigger disasters. While on the
topic of IoT network security, this study [11] refers to the 2015
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remark of federal trade commission (FTC) that IoT shall en-
counter grave issues in privacy and network security to remind
us of the necessity to emphasize IoT network security. On that
note, study [12], [13] posits that an IoT network should meet
the following criteria: lightweight encryption, data integrity and
access control, as well as secure middleware and cyber physical
system.

For instance, this study [9], [14] uses a PKI mechanism to
authenticate an IoT identity of user; however, PKI requires the
use of certificates to authenticate validity and origin of a key,
and since certificates call for certificate authorities to confirm
validity and origin, it demands significant time for authentica-
tion and computational burden. This study [15] aims at creating
an Internet of Vehicles network security system by applying el-
liptic curve cryptography to enable establishment of symmetric
encryption keys between vehicles and gateways; additionally, it
applies symmetric encryption to encrypt data because symmet-
ric encryption calls for computation of low complexity, which
helps relieve the computational burden of IoT network. For in-
stance, this study [16] works on protocol definition and security
design of protocol of each transport layer in the IoT network, re-
solving network security issues for all transport layers. The net-
work layer is encrypted using secure sockets layer (SSL) while
the application layer uses advanced encryption standard for en-
cryption that ensures network security. Meanwhile, this study
[17] relies on the security of communication protocols to guar-
antee message integrity. This study [18] utilizes the characteris-
tic value of email and machine learning to identify the sender of
spams in order to minimze spam attacks.

Since blockchains can be utilized in authenticating message
integrity as well as identity legitimacy, many studies have pro-
posed integrating blockchains with IoT technology in order to
provide data protection. Adopting this approach, this study [19]
discusses how blockchains can help authenticate message origin
and security while PKI encryption can be used to ensure mes-
sage security in order to effectively resist DDOS attacks. This
study [20] proposes applying the blockchain architecture to-
wards IoT networks and using smart contracts to safeguard in-
formation legitimacy and security. This study [21] suggests us-
ing blockchains to solve privacy and security issues in IoT net-
works; the study uses bilinear pairing to create an encryption
system that covers from system registration to data transmission
and can authenticate identity legitimacy and data privacy in the
IoT network.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Bilinear Pairings

The features of bilinear pairing are as follows:
• Bilinear: e = (aP, bP ) = e(P, P )ab, a, b ∈ Z∗q .
• Non-degeneracy: Q ∈ G1 such that e (Q,Q) 6= 1.
• Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm to compute
e (Q,Q) for all Q ∈ G1.

Bilinear pairings cryptography is realized in this study [22],
with G1 and data volume being of q, respectively, 161 bits and
160 bits. This study applies ID-based cryptography (IBC) [23]
that emphasizes bilinear pairings technology.
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Fig. 1. System illustration.

B. Blockchains

Blockchain has become a hot topic in the finance industry as
well as the tech industry. The concept of blockchains stemmed
from Bitcoin of 2018. In blockchain technology, data is dis-
tributed and stored in each node; it also applies the concept of
distributed ledgers or shared ledgers and distributes the ledgers
in each node. Since blockchains are widely applied in industries
such as medicine and finance, information of which require pri-
vacy protection, this study [24] established an identity manag-
ing system to safeguard access rights of its user to data in order
to prevent breach of blockchain data. This study [25] employs
anonymity to secure the identity of a Bitcoin owner. Our study
employs blockchains to protect access rights of a user and avoid
DDOS attacks from hackers. This study also conducted a per-
formance analysis comparison against studies [24], [25].

C. Systems Model

The proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. This study uses sta-
tionary intelligent agriculture equipment (I1 ∼ In), all of which
employ 4G mobile communication. I1 ∼ In equipped with sen-
sors for keystroke authentication and GPS; they also come with
solar power devices that do not require additional power support.
The proposed system also has a dark net mechanism (TA); when
anyone attempts to access data from the blockchains (S1 ∼ Sn),
they must undergo mutual identity authentication and establish
a common session key. Each time, the common session key be-
tween the TA and S1 ∼ Sn will be different so as to prevent
hackers from obtaining secret key of TA through malicious at-
tacks. Data transmission between blockchains, I1 ∼ In, and
TA rely on symmetric encryption; the authentication mecha-
nism of blockchain employs bilinear pairings cryptography to
verify data origin, utilizes hash-based message authentication
code (HMAC) to ensure message integrity, and uses symmetric
encryption to ensure message privacy.

IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

A. System Initialization

The proposed system first computes TA and security coeffi-
cients including the public key as well as private key of I1 ∼ In
and S1 ∼ Sn. Symbols used in this study are shown in Table 1.
TA is computed as follows:
• TA selects a random number s ∈ Z∗q as the master key, in

which r is a public value while s is secret value of TA.
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Table 1. Summary of notations and symbols.

Symbol Meaning of the symbol
P The generator of G1.
Q The generator of G1.
IDu The real ID of the user u.
G1 The additive group.
G2 The multiplicative group.
s, k A random number s, k ∈ Z∗q chosen as the

master key where Z∗q is a finite field of order q.
SK The common session key.

SYE IDu The symmetric encryption of user u.
e The bilinear map.
H The hash function.
M The message or smart contract.
GIDu The GPS message of user u.
DIDu The sensor information of user u.
PRIDu The private key of user u.
PKIDu The public key of user u.
PU IDu The public value of user u.
TIDu The timestamp of user u.

• The ID of TA is IDTA; the public key is PKIDTA = IDTA · P
while the private key is PRIDTA = rs · IDTA · P.

• The public value of TA is PU IDTA = rs · P .
Following the above, the system computes security coeffi-

cients such as the public key and private key of I1 ∼ In, as
follows:
• TA sets public key of In as PKIDIn

= IDIn · P.
• TA sets private key of In as PRIDIn

= rs · IDIn · P.
Next, the system computes security coefficients such as the

public key and private key of S1 ∼ Sn, as follows:
• TA sets public key of Sn as PKIDSn

= IDSn · P.
• TA sets private key of Sn as PRIDSn

= rs · IDSn · P.

B. Authentication

When the administrator has set up the stationary intelligent
agriculture equipment, they will proceed to use the keyboard of
equipment to input the password of administrator and activate
the program. The intelligent agriculture equipment comes with
a GPS sensor that detects the longitude and latitude of the lo-
cation (TIDIn

) of equipment. Following that, IDIn will perform
identity authentication with IDTA. First, both parties establish a
common session key (SK) using their own private key and the
public key of other party. IDIn must compute session key of

IDTA with the equation SKI\↔TA = e
(
PRIDIn

,PKIDTA

)
;

meanwhile, IDTA can also compute session key of IDIn , so
the two parties can utilize the session key to conduct private
communication. IDIn and IDTA will compute secret value of
HMAC and transmit the GPS location of equipment, mainly re-
lying on HMAC to authenticate message origin and integrity.
Additionally, the system will verify the GPS location to prevent
the equipment from being moved around or suffering other ma-
licious behavior. The algorithm for identity authentication is as
follows:
IDIn computes k and TIDIn

, and proceeds to encrypt them us-
ing SKI\↔TA before transmitting the data to IDTA. IDTA will
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Fig. 2. Encryption/decryption algorithm 1: Identity authentication.
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Fig. 3. Encryption/decryption algorithm 2: Message transmission and
authentication.

then compute PU IDIn
= ∇

∞
∫ · IDTA · IDIn · P and encrypt the

data before transmitting to IDIn . Upon reception, IDIn gener-
ates key of HMAC, encrypts it, and then transmits it to IDTA.
Each time IDTA and IDIn exchange messages, a different key
is used for data encryption and transmission to prevent expo-
sure of private keys. Meanwhile, there will be frequent com-
munication between blockchains and TA; hence, establishing a
common session key allows for the identity authentication and
private communication . This study proposes using symmetric
encryption for message transmission in order to effectively re-
duce the computational burden of equipment.

C. Message Transmission and Authentication

For message transmission between TA and I1 ∼ In, this study
employs a total number of n sets of HMAC keys; each message
transmission uses a different key for privacy encryption. The
proposed advantage of scheme is that TA can monitor whether
any packet has been lost during message transmission between
I1 ∼ In. In addition, the message is attached with the GPS loca-
tion and timestamp to prevent DDOS attacks and other hardware
attacks. The message transmission and authentication between
I1 ∼ In and TA is computed with the following algorithm:

When In and TA have completed identity authentication,
both parties will have obtained the k value to compute n sets
of HMAC secret keys. If In wishes to transmit a message to
TA, it must first compute the GPS location and sensor data,
M =

(
GIDIn

||DIDIn

)
; In then encrypts the data using its com-

mon session key with TA, followed by computing the timestamp
and utilizing the nth set of key of k value to encrypt and transmit
the message to TA. Upon reception, TA deciphers the message
and then determines whether the GPS location has changed and
whether the time difference between the timestamp and that of
the previous set of data falls within reasonable range. The com-
putation is as follows:

The equipment used in this study are placed outdoors and
are therefore in risk of malicious attacks; for instance, a ma-
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Algorithm 1 GPS location determination.

if GIDIn
6= G′IDIn

or
(
TIDIn

− TID′
In

)
>Range then

Discard packet
else

Proceed with message transmission
end if

licious party might hack into the IoT development board or
even physically remove the board at once. With this in mind,
the system requires identity authentication whenever anyone at-
tempts to implant a program; moreover, if the equipment is
physically moved, then the server will consider any attempt
as an external force and reject any packets. TA utilizes Algo-
rithm 1 to determine equipment of In has been moved around.
It means that this system will determine whether the time dif-
ference between the timestamp of packet and that of the pre-
vious packet is greater than the established range. Also, it de-
termines whether packets have been continuously transmitting
within a short period of time; if so, then it signifies the pos-
sibility of a DDOS attack, and it will discard the packet; if
not, then TA will compute HMAC value of In message and
timestamp, and then use the nth set of key of k to encrypt and
transmit to In. After receiving and confirming the message,
In will transmit the same message back to TA; TA will then
encrypt SKI\↔TA(M)||TIDIn

||HMAC||PU IDIn
||‖\ using the

common session key and transmit it to the blockchain.

D. Dark Web

This study employs dark web technology to ensure the pri-
vacy of blockchains. The study has also established a web
browser; any user must first undergo identity authentication be-
fore conducting any information search. In the dark web, the
address bar of browser will only show the hash value and not the
real IP of blockchain. The dark web has a correspondence chart
that contains the correspondence between real IP of a blockchain
and its hash value. The study employs dark web technology for
the following advantages: (1) It guarantees access of legitimate
users to blockchains; (2) it prevents hackers from obtaining the
real location of blockchain to launch DDOS attacks; and (3) it
uses the dark web to create private blockchains that can pre-
vent malicious breach of data. In the proposed scheme, the dark
web (TA) also runs identity authentication with equipments of
I1 ∼ In. When the authentication goes through, the packets
of I1 ∼ In will be distributed in the blockchains. As shown in
illustration of Fig. 1 of roles, the dark web plays the role of a me-
diator. The dark web establishes the browser and provides the
network program; I1 ∼ In and legitimate users can enter and ac-
cess data; identity and message authentication between the dark
web and I1 ∼ In are illustrated in Subsections IV.B and IV.C.
Users can complete identity authentication via the dark web and
search for user information using the following dark web mes-
sage encryption computation:

The user uses IBC and TA to authenticate their identity; the
user then encrypts the searched data and transmits it to TA, who,
upon reception, will decipher the message using the common
session key. TA then transmits the data to S1 ∼ Sn for data
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Fig. 4. Encryption/decryption algorithm 3: Dark web message encryption.

search; S1 ∼ Sn will encrypt their searched data using the com-
mon session key before transmitting it to TA, who will then de-
cipher the message using the common session key before trans-
mitting the data to users. During the above procedure, the com-
mon session key is used in authenticating the identity legitimacy
and privacy of all different parties. Meanwhile, the user is un-
aware of the real location of S1 ∼ Sn, which reduces the risk of
malicious cyberattacks.

E. Blockchain Message Authentication

When the blockchain (S1 ∼ Sn) receives from TA a message
SKI\↔TA(M)||TIDIn

||HMAC||PU IDIn
||‖\, it will store the

message in the block. If another server wishes to authenticate
the message, it will first compute HMAC′kn

= SKI\↔TA(M),
and then proceed to determine whether HMAC′kn

and HMAC
are identical; if they are identical, then it signifies message in-
tegrity. Following that, it computes the message origin using
e
(
IDIn · P, IDTA · P

)
= e

(
PU IDTA ,PU IDIn

)
; if the results

are identical, then the message is from In. In addition, the mes-
sage is encrypted using TA and common session key of In, so
that other users are unable to access contents of the message.
This proposed of study authentication method can effectively
authenticate blockchain integrity and origin while strengthening
the privacy of message. The proposed scheme does not require
any additional certificate to authenticate the validity and legiti-
macy of key, which in turn improves the authentication speed of
blockchain.

When a user (Un) locates (I1) message of another equipment,
they can only authenticate said integrity and origin of message.
This is because Un is incapable of obtaining the common ses-
sion key between I1 and TA. Even if Un attempts to utilize their
common session key with TA (SKU\↔TA) to obtain secret key
of TA, it would still hardly succeed; for because on the Bilin-
ear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assumption, there exists computation
hardness for Un to obtain s from the private key. Therefore, our
proposed blockchain method can ensure message privacy.

V. RESULTS

In Table 2, we suggest using encryption/decryption compu-
tation time to run method analysis; the encryption/decryption
computation time is based on experiment results of studies [26],
[27].

Table 3 is a comparison result of our proposed method against
Studies [24], [25]. For identity authentication, our study em-
ploys IBC for authentication while this study [24] opts for ellip-
tic curve cryptography to authenticate identity legitimacy, which
means they need to compute whether the certificate of other
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Table 2. Execution time in milliseconds.

Notation Description Execution time (ms)
Tp Pairing operation ≈ 4.5
Tm Point multiplication ≈ 0.6
Te Field exponentiation ≈ 0.45
H HMAC 0.002
Se AES encryption < 0.19
Sd AES decryption < 4.65

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The equipments of the proposed system: (a) Intelligent agriculture
equipment and (b) the interior of the intelligent agriculture equipment.

party is authentic. This study [25] adopts a share secret key
method to authenticate legitimacy; from the results, we can see
that our proposed method is superior to the other approaches.
For message authentication, this study employs symmetric en-
cryption to ensure message integrity and origin; by contrast, this
study [24] authenticates the legitimacy and uses PKI of certifi-
cate for signatures as well as authentication of message integrity.
This study [25] must collect the share secret key from each node
and compute the master secret key before it may conduct deci-
phering. Experiment results indicate that our proposed approach
surpasses other methods. Under our proposed blockchain sys-
tem, the origin of each and every piece of information outper-
forms those of other approaches. All our proposed encryption
methods fall under lightweight encryption; we employ symmet-
ric encryption to effectively reduce computational burden.

The IoT equipment used in this proposed of study intelli-
gent agriculture system includes temperature and humidity sen-
sors, Grove Barometer Sensors, and soil sensors. IoT equipment
in intelligent agriculture usually relies on 4G network for data
transmission. The farm is about 0.4 acres in size and its main
crop is radish. This study employs intelligent agriculture equip-
ment in the hands-on experiment, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
shows the intelligent agriculture equipment conducting detec-
tion, while Fig. 5(b) illustrates the IoT development board of in-
telligent agriculture equipment and a GPS sensor. This study uti-
lizes development boards and servers to implement and realize
bilinear pairings network security, dark web, and blockchains.

VI. CONCLUSION

Given that IoT networks are not protected by network secu-
rity, they are susceptible to cyberattacks or data breaches by
hackers or other malicious parties. This study has created an in-
telligent agriculture network security mechanism; we have also
employed dark web technology to construct a private blockchain
environment. It is true that blockchains run of today on a dis-
tributed architecture and can run mutual authentication of mes-
sage integrity and origin; nevertheless, in intelligent agriculture,

relevant information is considered intellectual property of indi-
vidual farmers, therefore warranting privacy protection. More-
over, once a blockchain server is exposed, it becomes easily at-
tacked by hackers. The highlights of our contribution of study
include the following. (1) The application of IBC technology in
identity authentication mechanism ensures that only legitimate
users can access blockchain information. (2) All data transmis-
sion between equipment or users are performed via symmetric
encryption – the secret key of which is known to only the two
parties – and therefore ensures privacy; moreover, symmetric
encryption bears low computational complexity, making it per-
fect for IoT networks. (3) Our proposed private blockchain au-
thentication mechanism of system not only helps authenticate
message integrity and origin, but also prevents illegitimate users
from accessing any data. (4) Our application of system of dark
web technology protects physical servers and blockchains from
location exposure that can lead to DDOS attacks; the real IP ad-
dress is safe from exposure because all IP addresses are mapped
using hash functions. (5) Our application of bilinear pairing
in constructing the blockchain message authentication mecha-
nism can effectively authenticate message integrity and origin.
(6) Our use of dark web technology and identity authentication
mechanism protects the system from cyberattacks.
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